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COSMIC AWARENESS is the Force that expressed Itself through Jesus of Nazareth, the i3isddh ; ., fisishna, Mohammed, Edgar Cayce an d
other great avatars who served as 'Channels' for the 'Heavenly bather' and who speaks s i am today as the world begins to enter the Ncw Ag e
of spiritual consciousness and awareness- Since 1963 Cosmic Awareness has beer. communicating tlio ugh carefully-trained channels . The infor-
mation contained herein was received irons deep super-cons cious Crane(' level :: and 'interpreted' by an entity affiliated with C .A .C . Thi s
information is for those who desire to help iri bringing in the New Age . 'throughout the thousands of 'Readings' given through those channels,
Cosmic Awareness tells us not to believe anything, but to question . explore, doubt, and discover for yourself, through your own channel ,

what is the truth . Cosmic Awareness will only indu•ae and suggest . Neither C .A .C ., the Aquarian Cl:nr : ;lt of Universal Serviceor the Interpreter ,
Paul Shockley is responsible for anything Cosmic Awareness tear state in any of these readings, nor does C .A .C . or Paul Shockley necessartl y
believe or agree with the statements of Cosmic Awareness . Paul Interprets the t nergies as he sees them in trance levels and is not, personall y

responsible for what is said .Memhers of C .A .C . are invited to send in questions of general interest to ask Awareness for possible publication .

THE SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTIO N

(C.A.C . General Reading No. 2, May 7, 1980 )

(Opening Message )

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that in the boiling pot of consciousness, there is seen that which is humanity--with al l
its differences, with all its crystalizations, with all Its sharp edges . This Awareness indicates that this humanity dur-
ing the past five years hits had many of the sharp edges blunted, the differences reconciled, and the polarities neut-
ralized. This Awareness indicates that during the past ten years, the difference is even more exaggerated ; during th e
past century, the dif:Cererice is greatly magnified . This Awareness indicates that communication through the moder n
technologies as that which has created the great difference . This through radio, television, and the new methods o f
printing in mass quantities, through paperback books, magazines, periodicals, and through the duplicating machines .

This Awareness indicates communication spread by entities in their relationships with one another through :org-
anizations and in various other ways---all of this is part of the alchemical process of sanding down the rough edges ,
melting the sharp differences, and allowing humanity to melt into the unified field of harmonious consciousness .
This Awareness indicates that all this movement continues at its pace, on its course, and the rough edges and differ-
ences will give way to the heat of the rising consciousness under the alchemical pot of humanity .
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THE SCENARIO OF EVENTS HAS ALnEtiDY BEEN GIVEN .

NOW IS TIME TO REVIEW I3ETER TARES GfiJEM PREVIOUSLY .

QUESTION :

Dr. Beier recently told the Interpreter that he does not intend to put out his Audio Letter for some time yet, an d
that the ball was to he carried by the Interpreter and C .A .O. in ligh, of that statement, is there any information

	

et a
Awareness would like to give at this time that we mould put out in relationship to Information that Dr . B3eter migh t
have put out if he had not been struck with this "heart :ti tack'"?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that there are continued intrigues occurring, that the general scenario of events ha s
already been laid out . This Awareness indicates that in a sense, the absence of Dr . Beter in his informative news -
letters is causing greater attention to be focused on his messages previously given . This Awareness indicates tha t
were this entity presently giving further information, en`ities would be observing these messages with great atten-
tion and intrigue for the content in light of present-day happenings . This Awareness indicates in that these are now
absent, entities can no longer look upon these messages for their entertainment value, but must look now at th e
messages which have been given previously .

This Awareness indicates the vacuum is that which is creating the respect wh i ch this el)tty did not receive fi
his previous messages at the time they were given . This Awareness indicates that often a messenger is not appreci : L
ed until the messenger is no longer speaking, until the entities have the opportunity to look back on the situatio n
and see the full significance of the messages . This Awareness indicates that in this case, this is the situation . Thi s
Awareness indicates that entities are now beginning to pick up where Dr . Beter left off in his messages, for they ar e
seeing the reality of what is occurring in their own lives, in their daily news, in their pocketbooks . This Awarenes s
indicates that this is causing entities around this nation to roc^ll messages which were given, to repeat these mess -
ages, and to spread the awareness even further . This Awareness suggests that there could be further discussions o f
the intrigues, but that this is not essential to the ongoing awakening of the masses ; for the problem which the cr ;htv
warned about is now at hand, and entities are being forced to awaken, due to the events which they must confront .

This Awareness indicates that ii has suggested SPIRAL organizations, (this as the Society for the Protection o f
Individual Rights and Liberties) . That those interested, form their organizations and communicate with one anoth e
and spread the information available to them as a kind of network .` This Awareness suggests that these not b e
tightly coordinated, but loosely coordinated, so that they are capable of spreading information, receiving ; nforni-
ation, and passing this on to masses, to publishers, to radio personalities, to leaders of the community, and t o
leaders of the nation . This Awareness suggests that these bits of information gradually he circulated about thi s
country as the SPIRAL organizations grow .

This Awareness suggests that each SPIRAL organization may also become a coordinator for the growth of furth -

SPIRAL organizations branching out from its particular leadership . This Awareness suggests that each o r these
SPIRAL organizations to assist and coordinate others who wish to pass on and duplicate information, so that thi s
becomes likened unto a chain letter being repeated ; but rather than each repetition being a letter, the repetition i ;
a SPIRAL organization which spreads information and gathers information for its assimilation and to pass back t o
the mother organizations . This Awareness suggests that in this manner, it begins to spread across the population ,
so that the SPIRAL organizations become the eyes and ears of the people, spreading information which is not nec-
essarily available from other sources . This Awareness indicates that this becomes a means whereby the masses are
informed by the pyramid of organizations which continually grow and spread and multiply---these as the SPIRAL
organizations, tite Society for the Protection of Individual Rights and Liberties .

This Awareness indicates that this society of individuals who are concerned about rights and Iiberties of eac h
other spreading their concern, awakening each other, and continuing to spread thrt

	

is that which
shall bring about the freedom in this nation and allow entities t•o understand the ' "en, :s which are occurring . This
Awareness indicates that there will be many variations of the messages . Some of the S''IRA.L organizations wil l
observe events from a leftish °-Joint of view,others from the extreme right or conserv : Live point of view, others
from the middle ; and there will he continued conflict in terms of the way that many of these entities sre observin g
the events, and this conflict may grow in terms of the information which they present, but the conflicting ideas ,
neverthe less, will inform the public of both sides, of many sides of the issues a .nd this information shall enlighten
the masses . This Awareness indicates that as this continues to develop and grow, it takes away the power of th e
controlled press as a molding force of consciousness .

This Awareness indicates that this information released throu gh these SPIRAL organizations coming now fro m
many sources and being released through these organizations can have groat affect upon the nature of the controlle d
press, whereby more and more in :form:Aion shall be re l eased through even the controlled press, so that entitie s
awaken and become aware of what is occurring .

*Entities interested in starring a

	

organization should contact "i'hc Itevclatamasv'scws, Rte . 2, i3ox 267, r+akcrsville, N .C . 2,1705, which
is the coordinator for SI'!I2A! . groups. ($12 for a real 's subscription) . Also please,cfer I) :acv, of Awareness No, •`i0-1 3 for further S'!R/ .I, references ,
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SPOTLIGHT May 5, 198 0

Carter Could Seize Dictatorial Contro l
Under Secret Pla n

Only Few Within 'Inner Circle' Aware o f
the Unpub'ished Revisions of 'Emergency
Powers' Permitting ' usLension of Constitutio n

President On-ter has the power, unde r
secret arrangements already established ,
to suspend the Constitution and seiz e
total dictatorial control .

EXCLUSIVE TO SPOTLIGHT By George Nicholas

Unknown to virtually all Americans except for
the tiny ha•r iful

	

make up his administration ' s
inner circle . jimmy Carter has promulgated a secre t
program t+' sr ;spend the Constitution and to clam p
executive dicta ; or s hip on the nation whenever, i n
his judgment, c('n scions warrant the declaratio nt

	

a "national eme-gcncv' .

The Spotlight . 300 ius :cpendence Ave .,SE, Wash . DC, 2000 3
(52 weeks for $ i r,)has been exposing Carter's National D :men
gcncy Powers,(slresdy . :nacted) .Send them S I .00 and ask for
May 5 and May 26, 1980 issues . You won't Ix+eve what is
shoe' to come down upon this nation .

"Something is happening, but you don't know what it is, do you, Mr . Jones"
. . .(Bob Dylan) .

NOT TRUE . ArJYMORE . . .40'rS l4i'O
.' F NOW AWAKENE D

This Awareness indicates that humanity is reaching a place whereby
it no longer accepts the answers which these who have previously co n
trolled the masses can simply dictate their rules . This Awareness indi-
cates that entities no longer are willing to drop their shovels . pencils, en-

tools to rush off to a war which is obviously intended to benefit th e
wealthy, the bankers, t he petroleum, industries . This Awareness indicate :
that even with the Depression being created and entities being forced
into economic chaos, there will beccrne a kind of understanding tha t
does not turn only toward the various cull limes and races cf society, ha t
turns against those who have manipulated the crisis .

This Awareness indicates that the coming difficulties will not he each .
managed by the manipulators, for the masses are too aware at this pohl i
and that awareness will he spreed to others . This Awareness indicates
that approximately 10% of the popt'lation at this point feels confi+' :
that the power which is in control of this nation is working for th e
vested interests of the super-wealthy rather than for the patriotic int .
erests of the nation as a whole . This Awareness indicates this 10% cis '
not he silenced, and as the crisis conies clown . that 10% will quickl y
grow to 10%, then 40%, then 80% . This Awareness indicates the cha es

which are happening are such that the masses and those who whi ts to experience a more harmonious world shall i:ai-e
their day, and those forces which seek control and domination over others shall find themselves on the wrong end
of the sword	 (this Awareness suggests that this in the broad and general sense .) That in more particular areas .
this Awareness suggests that entities prepare themselves for times of change . That the Inflation, particularly in term,;
of energies and food will continue . Thi s
Awareness indicates there will be short -
ages of food during the next two o r
three years . That the cost of energy i n
the action of farming--the prices of pet-
roleum--as forcing many farmers wit o f
business, causing even greater price rise s
in food production . The cost of liars -
porting the farm produce as also inc-
reasing the prices .

. XXON CORP . is owned by Rockefeller andt1-e Chase-Manhattan Bank .
Iranian Crisis planned by Kissinger . nd Rockefeller Interests in order t o
lroeze Shah's plundered billions and prevent bankru p tcy of Chase-Manhattan .

This Awareness indicates that entities

	

(See recent issues of Spotlight for ;WI exposurs of O' . r incredible story )

may also expect the National Emergency powers to be put into affect, whereby a crisi ; which may he manipulated ,
can lead to th is National Emergency Act, so that freedoms are curtailed . And from this cu (.ailment of freedoms ,
entities then are placed under greater control by those in power . This Awareness indicates that this will he tempor-
ary, for the American people are not the type to accept such manipulation- That there are even those in highe r
places in the government who will prevent this from gaining complete control or having its affect for any , great
length of time .

GOL0 AND SILVER ARE GOOD BUYS RIGHT NO W

This Awareness indicates that also there will be changes in fortune because of the financial conditions . Thi s

Awareness has given information p :-eviously on the investment into such commodities as valuable metals, semi -
precious stones and gems* . This Awareness suggests that this ty pe of commodity will he stable th_oti hout th e
crisis . This Awareness indicates that presently the prices of gold and silver are low . That these prices will begin to
rise shortly, arid those wishing to purchase these commodities should do so now . This Awareness indicates that th e
prices will rise aril again may fal l , and then will rise again . This Awareness suggests that the genera? trend is up -

ward .
Revelations of Avian nines 80-16 (The Crash of 1979) . $3 .00 from'e : .A .( : .

This Awareness ; indicates that, thos e
who can store grains and basic commod-
ities are wise . This Awareness suggests
that this should be enough to last app-
roximately six months . That .there wil l
always be other foods which entities
can grow or find, but that to have a six
month's supply of grain and other stapl e
commodities will give the added need s
to one's diet and their personal feelin g
of security .
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Exxon Net Rose 102% in 1st Period s

o f early $1 .9'o-' B ia. ion, a U.S . High 1
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Exxon Corn . . the world's biggest oil core •
luny, seta U .S . record with first quarte r
earnings estimated at nearly $1 .93 billion .

Equal to f-t .40 a share, that is more tha n
double Exx ;'i's year-earlier ne' income of
S155 milli lr. . or $2 .16 a share . Anti it is be .
heset i to be the highest quarterly earning s
ever for a U .S . publicly held corporation .

In the U .S ., only a utility . American Tele-
phone

	

Telegraph Co ., has come close.

v hh its previously reported first quarte r
earnings of nearly $1 .44 billion Among in- i ,
nustria ; concerns, General Motors Corp .
hasn't been in Exxon's profit range since th e
X'asofine price explosion drove more .U.S.
notcrists into smal ler imported cars .

Nyor•., whose first quarter revenue nise i
to 527 .65 billion from $ :S .83 billion a l

year earlier . is hardly alone hi recording s
surgir. oil profit: even as the recessinn be- '
(fins to bite into the earnings at most compa-
nies outside the oil industry . All oil comps -
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SPIRAL NEEDS TO LOOK AT B 172 2
Hanky-Panky at Work in the Revised Criminal Code )

This Awareness indicates there is a Bill which needs to be looked at . This Awareness indicates this appears to b e
I-Iouse Bill 1722---this as the offspring of Senate Bill 1 . This Awareness indicates this Bill as a revision of the Crim-
inal Code, that this needs to be rooked at by the SPIRAL organizations . This Awarenese indicates this availabl e
through NCARL, this as the National Council Against Repressive Legislation . This Awareae s indicates this need s
to be examined by the SPIRAL organizations, as it is intended to strip (sway certain fit ei l omsgnat n by the Constit-
ution to assist in the controls of the masses, so that . they who wish this control :stn use the Revised Criminal Code
for implementing greater powers .

This Awareness indicates that it appears

	

The Daily Olympian, Wednesday, M,ay 7, 198 0
the entity Dr. Beter shall again give forth

	

-.a

information in the not-too-distant future .

	

International . .~~._
This Awareness suggests this may come in

	

}
written form for a time, or through mess- '-" '
ages given to others who will repeat the in -
formation for him until this entity is read y
to again begin his Audio tapes .

EUROPE

Geoffrey Rippon, urges an early meeting between Presidentsare picking up the ball and running with it .

	

Carter of the United States and Leonid Brezhnev of the Soviet Union
This Awareness suggests that entities con-

	

"as a means of preventing a further slide towards world conflict . "
tinue their Dr . Beter parties wherein they
play the old Dr. Beier tapes, and this Aw

	

Warnsareress suggests particularly that entities

	

Top Banker
re-listen to tape number 50 . *
* This tali: contained information on runeinty inflatio

n andthe collap ing Ma-dam eeesmmy as well :a infix

	

~~

	

al Bankruptcy
the instability of the Carter robotoids .

NEW YORK (API -- Felix Roha-

	

The present near-collapse of th e
tyn, the banker who played a leading

	

credit markets is finally focusing at .
WHAT HAPPENED iN IRAN ?

	

role in saving New York City from tention o . the government and th e
fiscal collapse, said yesterday that the

	

public on what has been the mescals -
(The attempt to rescue the hostages)

	

United States is "headed for a nation-

	

able reality for some time, namel y
al bankruptcy."

	

that we are headed for a national
He called for a freeze on wages bankruptcy, in this case called

QUESTION :

	

and prices coupled with federal bud- runaway inflation," he said .
get cuts and 2 large gasoline tax .

	

The federal government has beenAwareness, was the recent. debacle in Iran,

	

"•iilrhat is happening to the United forced to pay record interest rates tothe alleged plan to rescue the captives which

	

Staler; in 1980 is similar to what hap- borrow this year as investors have
failed so miserably, a contrived plan that they pencil to New York City in l975 . sought high rates to protect them
knew would fail, which would make people,

	

gamely a slide towards ha ni rupte ," against inflation. The rates have bee nsaid Rohatyne a partner of Lamed

	

rising rapidly in recent weeps, forcingso angry they would use this to enact the

	

Freres & Co . who serv ed as chairman
National Emergency Act, or. was this a gr enu

	

of the Municipal A .csiutance Corp ., set avoid some
Cc
ocompanie

s rr<,~xut
awi ns and municipalities to

}

	

p money through the
ire, honest attempt to rescue the prisoners?

	

up by the state.

	

bend rat srket.s.
In a speech prepared for delivery

to the Conference Board, a huMness•

	

Iwlratya called for a "temporary
COSMIC AWARENESS :

	

financed researctr organization, Roha- 12-month wage-price freeze, together
tyn said New York's poliucat leaders

	

with extreme budgetary restraint.

This Awareness indicates that the Spot-

	

"did not wake up to reality until the This shculd include a cut of at least

light newspaper of Liberty Lobby contained

	

stopping markets closed on the city," Z'2t) l~tllrrm in current outlays to break
it from borrowing .

	

infra . ~na-y expectations! '
much of the story as it actually occurred .
This Awareness indicates that this plan as
having been modified and whittled down from the military plan which was presented in November and December ,
this being whittled down by the civilian advisors to a point whereby it was relatively clear that the pl n would fail ,
and then the plan was scrapped . This Awareness indicates that approximately two or three days after the event too k
place, there was the scheduled '60 Minutes ' broadcast which was to give the full story of the Rockefellers' involve-
ment with the Shah and the transfer of the billions of dollars into the Chase-Manhattan Bank . This Awareness ind-
icates that this story as having been broken through different sources, and that the entity Jack Anderson as havin g
spread this across the United States through the news columns . This Awareness i'xlieates that this then was to have tan-

been a featured topic on the program, '60 Minutes .' This Awareness indicates that the entity Carter as recognizing
the danger of this program to Chase-Manhattan Bank and to others, was given the direction to do something t o
overshadow the story. This Awareness indicates the idea was that if the hostages were suddet ly released or if an
attempt were made or if they were rescued and brought home, no one would pay any attentinn to the story . Thi s
Awareness indicates that therefore, the decision was made to bring up the plan again and attempt to implement .

This Awareness indicates that essentially,

	

World Crisis

the masses have enough information now .

	

LONDON' (AP) — World War 'IT: is clone- now than at any time
That as the crisis deepens, the information

	

since the Cuban missile crisis of. 131.°2', says a House of Commons
available to them will spread like wild fire .

	

motion signed by lawmakers of all three main parties . The motion
There are entities all over this nation who

	

Tuesday, sponsored by former F oreh n Ministers David Ennals and



{

the rescue plan, even though it was very risky . This Awareness indicates that in the process of attempting to rescu e
these entities, the Russians interfered in the action and contributed to much of the chaos and tragedy which follow -
ed. This Awareness indicates that the Russians as now having an ;nfluence in the Iranian action which is growin g
stronger, creating greater difficulty for the release of the hostages .

~`RAI CkI
;ME

For almost a decide, the gruesome live -
stock killings have baffled ivw enforcemen t
officials . Hundreds of cattle in 27 state s
have been found dead and Mutilated- thei r
ears, lips, tongues, eyes and genitals cut ou t
with almost surgical precision The mutila-
tions have given rise to wild rumors abou t
flying saucers and neat .-
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Pravda Raps Carter

MOSCOW (AP, _ . The Soviet ('blob's
major daily said yesterday that as a "bor nagain war haw!: . . .h.mn►y Carter ha s
proved to he -nor, dangerous than 'Iradi -ttonal war hawks ." In a stinging new at .tack on Carter . Pravda said that "never inthe history of the I? .S .A . has there been apresident who would place so openly an dcynically b election interests above theobjective Inters is of the nation ." The at-
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WASHINGTON (UP!) — The Selec-
tive Service ha printed 25 millio n
draft rcgis;ratic'n cards for use i n
June -- even though Congress still i s
debating President Carter's registra-
tion plate Scripps League Newspapers
reported yesterday .

Congress is in the process of ap-
propriating $13 .3 million to begin reg-
istering l9 and 20-year-old males th e
past two weeks of June The !louse
approved Carter's request and the
measure now is before the Semite .

Sen . Mark Hatfield, R-Ore., a draft
opponent, delayed the bill while i t

Draft Cards Ar e

'Off the) Presses

The New York Times

MILWAUKEE --- John Orr, general manager o f
the new $28 million Milwaukee Hyatt Regeniy Mite '
kept shaking his bead in disbe.ief : More than 4 .590
people were seeking 550 jobs at the first downtow n
hotel built here in more than a decade .

"I've never seen anything of this magnitude," Or r
said of the crush of people at the Milwaukee Exposi-
tion Convention Center and Arena, a ;Bock from th e
new 4)34-roam Hyatt Regency, hoping for jobs there as
bakers, waiters, clerks or bellhops .

About 1,000 people were at the convention center ,
waiting to get itn at 7 a .m . Thursday .

Elsewhere, Orr said, the hotel chain would hav e
interviewed six persons for each job, but here th e
average was l0 persons for each job . To cope with th e
great turnout, the =wee got 1,500 additional appli-
cation forms from the Hyatt office in Chicago Satur-
day .

"I haven't seen so many people : eekiing jobs sinc e
the Depression .' said a labor leader who watched th e
line of annhieeeh• -_h	 	 .	

. MARCH, 1480/AI1a, 14=F f± BUSINESS (9)

NEWSWE i

London—The price that dictates

i

whether speculators infected b y
gold fever in the world markets
are richer or poorer is set by a
committee of five men twice a

day—at 10 .30 a n,

	

- ' - - .

Gold Price Fixed Strict

1otb,schild Bank
of ancestors of the Rothschilds .

One of the five acts as chair -
man . At this hysterical moment i n
bullion speculation, the chairma n
is Albert Keller .
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